Scheduling Reports -- **typical Pre-Build Scheduling Reports** -- from PowerSchool, Pearson

1. “Scenarios – Listing of each schedule scenario that might be used as the framework to build the school’s schedule. (When appropriate, can include scenarios from previous year.)

2. Course Rank - Report listing out all active courses from schedule course catalog. List is ranked based on likely complexity of scheduling sections based on scheduling data. Course ranking used when automated build is executed.

3. Rooms – Report procedures an editable list of rooms to be used by scheduler and all room detail.


5. Conflicting Students List – Identifies students with primary requests for two given courses.

6. Course List – Lists courses scheduling information

7. Course Prerequisites List – Lists all prerequisites for the selected group of courses. Interactive, allows for editing and management of prerequisites.

8. Course Relationships – Lists all course relationships

9. Course Request Tally – Lists number of requests and alternates for each course. Links for each provide drill-down and edit capability.

10. Requests by Course – Lists all student course requests, grouped by course

11. Requests by Student – Lists all student course requests, grouped by student

12. Room List – Lists room scheduling information

13. Scheduling Checklist – Reports status of pre-build activities

14. Student List – Lists student scheduling information for all current and incoming students

15. Student Request Tally – List of students and total course requests, credits, primary requests and alternate requests.

16. Teacher Assignments by Course – Lists all teacher assignments for each course.
17. Teacher Assignments by Teacher – Lists all course assignments for each teacher.


Note: Will ask permission from Pearson to use